Conference & Expo, Nov. 14-15, 2013 (Thur-Fri)
Santa Clara Marriott, CA

About Us
Korea is being hailed as #2 in world innovation, just behind Singapore according to an article in Businessweek
and #1 in world innovation according to a global research study from The Boston Consulting Group. Another
recent survey made by the European Union shows Korea outperforming the US in world innovation. In a recent
article in the Christian Science Monitor, editor John Yenna asked “So what is Korea’s secret sauce? Creative
cultures emerge from competent ones that postpone today’s pleasures for tomorrow’s gains. Innovation grows on
that fertile ground.”
With so much innovation and technology coming from Korea, this unique conference and expo provides a
unique platform upon which to discuss the latest and greatest in technology and how Korea can play a key role
with the US as partner to create greater global innovations worldwide.

Full conference schedule available on the website: http://www.k-tech2013.org
WHO SHOULD ATTEND
IT Executives, directors and business managers, entrepreneurs, investors, buyers, engineers, researchers and all
other IT professionals who are interested in gaining first look at innovative technology from Korea and who are
interested in doing business in and with Korea.
Speakers include executives and IT experts from Samsung Electronics, Microsoft, VMWare, IBM, Korea
Telecom, LG Electronics, Hyundai, NHN, SK Planet, and LinkedIn.
According to Joong Hun Kwon, Managing Director of KOTRA Silicon Valley, “K-TECH 2013 will be a launching
pad for fueling the exchange of ideas and building stronger business cooperation and partnerships between the
US and Korea.”
ABOUT K-TECH SILICON VALLEY 2013
K-TECH Silicon Valley 2013, in it’s second year, is the leading Korea technology conference highlighting key
mobile and software trends from Korean and U.S. companies. This unique two-day event includes a full day
of conference, technology showcase from leading research and development, ETRI, and startup pitch from up
and coming Korean startups. In addition, K-TECH facilitates one-on-one business meetings to enhance greater
U.S. - Korea business cooperation opportunities. Over 1,500 renowned technology experts from Korea and the
U.S. are expected to attend, including executives from Samsung, LG, Korea Telecom, IBM, and Microsoft and
more. K-TECH Silicon Valley 2013 is hosted by the Ministry of Science, ICT, and Future Planning (MSIP) of
the Republic of Korea, in partnership with Korea Trade-Investment Promotion Agency and National IT Industry
Promotion Agency (NIPA).

Speakers
YOUNG SOHN

Young Sohn is President and Chief Strategy Officer of Device Solutions,
Samsung Electronics. He currently serves on the Board of Directors for
Cymer, Inc., and served on the Board of ARM Holdings, PLC until January
2013. He serves on the MIT Sloan School NA Board, is a Senior Advisor to
Silverlake and serves on the ARM Asia Pacific Advisory board.

DAN’L LEWIN

Dan’l Lewin, Corporate Vice President, Strategic and Emerging Business
Development, Microsoft Corporation Dan’l Lewin leads Microsoft’s global
engagement with startups and venture capitalists, and business relationships
with strategic industry partners. His team focuses on supporting the software
startup ecosystem developing on the Microsoft platform while fostering local
software economies worldwide. Through the Microsoft BizSpark Program,
and the Microsoft Innovation Center Program, the group helps accelerate
startup success in more than 100 countries.

JIM SPOHRER

Dr. James (“Jim) C. Spohner is IBM Innovation Champion and Director of
IBM University Programs (IBM UP). Jim works to align IBM and universities globally for innovative amplification. Previously Jim helped to found
IBM’s first Service Research group, the global Service Science community, and was founding CTO of IBM’s Venture Capital Relations Group in
Silicon Valley.

CHRIS GERDES

Chris Gerdes is associate professor of mechanical engineering and director of
the Center for Automotive Research at Stanford (CARS). His research interests include vehicle dynamics, the design of driver assistance systems, control
of autonomous vehicles and the measurement of brain activity while driving.
Research projects in the lab include the development of autonomous racing
and drifting algorithms to enable Shelley, an Audi TT-S, to race up Pikes Peak
without a driver.
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Organizers
Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning
Minister: H.E. Choi, Mun-kee
Established : 2013

The Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning (MSIP) has been newly formed to further develop Korea’s science
and information communication technologies as new government started in 2013. MSIP was converged to cover
part role of former Ministry of Knowledge and Economy, Korea Communications Commission and the Ministry
of Education, Science and Technology in order to lead creative economy focusing on science and ICT industry.
The formation of the ministry was based on President Park’s emphasis on a creative economy. The ministry is
expected to actively participate in discovering the country’s new growth engines and, ultimately, create jobs.

Core Strategy
- Establishing Creative Economy Ecosystem
- Strengthening the Nation’s Capabilities in R&D and Innovation
- Making Software and Content Industries the Core of the Korean Economy
- Promotion International Cooperation and Globalization
- Pursuing Development of Science Technology and ICT for the People

Key Tasks
- Creating IT-based new industries & new demand
- R&D investment strategy to expand the foundation for future growth
- Fostering the world’s best research institutes
- Strengthening cyber security
- Developing software as the core industry
- Building the world’s best network infrastructure
- supporting SMEs to make inroads into foreign markets

Organizers
Korea Trade-Investment Promotion Agency (KOTRA)
President: Youngho Oh
Established: 1952

Since its establishment in 1962 as part of the Korea’s first 5-year Economic Plan, KOTRA has been dedicated to
creating new export markets and increasing Korea’s trade value, which reached $1 trillion in 2011. In the late
1990s, the agency helped Korea overcome the Financial Crisis by starting its foreign direct investment promotion division. And in the last half century, KOTRA has played a significant role in supporting Korean companies
expanding overseas.
Today, the world economy is more volatile than ever due to the European financial crisis, China’s hindered
economic growth, upcoming elections in 15 countries and security issues in the Middle East. In preparation for
a rapidly changing market environment, and using Korea’s expansive FTA network, KOTRA is focusing on the
globalization of small and medium sized enterprises(SMEs), the backbone of the Korean economy, by providing
them with customized support related to global business establishment and export.
To further expand Korea’s trade sector, KOTRA is increasing the exports of new growth industries such as the
knowledge service industry, medical-bio industry and green industry. The culture-based Korean Wave is making
economic waves as well with its high export value. By supporting these and other industries, KOTRA contributes
to the economic development of Korea and developing countries through technological innovation, industrial
infrastructure formation and HR development.
Celebrating its 50th anniversary this year, KOTRA looks ahead to another 50 years of achievements. With its 119
Korea Business Centers in 81 countries functioning as the trade and investment infrastructure of Korea, KOTRA
operates as a Global Business Platform that helps Korean companies break out into a bigger market and better
future. We invite you to be a part of our journey of growth.

Main Activities
– Facilitation International Trade
– Promotion Foreign Investment (Invest Korea)
– Powering Business Success through Information
– Bolstering a Trade-Investment Infrastructure
– Providing Buyer Virtual Access to the Korean Market

Organizers
National IT Industry Promotion Agency (NIPA)
President: Dr. Sooyong Park
Established: September 1998

Dr. Park is currently the President & CEO of National IT Industry Promotion Agency (NIPA). Before joining the
NIPA in September 2012, he was a Dean of Graduate School of Information and Technology at Sogang University.
He has also served as President of Korean Software Engineering Society and Adviser of the National Science and
Technology Commission. Dr. Park has published over 55 papers at the top tier outlets including IEEE Computer
and Communications of the ACM. He was an Steering Committee member of Asia-Pacific Software Engineering
Conference and visiting scholar at Carnegie Mellon University. He holds Ph.D in Information Technology from
George Mason University, MS in Computer Science from the Florida State University, and BS at Sogang University.
NIPA is a professional government agency affiliated with the Ministry of Science, ICT and Future Planning of Korea.
Its mission is to foster engineering expertise and domestic SMEs, to direct research and development policy and strategy, to promote international cooperation, and to contribute to the globalization of the IT industry. NIPA has been
focused on reinforcing the competitiveness of the IT industry in order to contribute to the development of the national
economy. It has been providing various supporting programs for the ICT companies, and building a foundation for
the industry by the operation of IT complex, IT Promotion Fund, and human resource development in IT sector.

NIPA’s major functions cover:
– Researching policy and supporting policy and legislation development
– Executing programs related to the fundamentals for the industry, such as promoting R&D projects of the IT
corporations, academics and institution, and nurturing professional human resources.
– Promotion of IT convergence and applications by supporting research projects fusing the IT industry with
traditional industries.
– Facilitating international development cooperation and overseas expansion related to the IT services and
SW solutions.
– Securing Global SW quality and contributing to improved SW development productivity by applying SW
engineering technology to industry
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